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First results – bird classification

Bird tracks

Wind turbines

Bat tracks

Preliminary monitoring results
already show some areas in which
more bird flight movements seem to
occur than elsewhere, both for local
birds (breeding/wintering) and birds
on seasonal migration. Further
monitoring (incl. more validations)
and a more targeted data analysis
approach can provide a better
knowledge in the coming years,
taking into account certain
corrections and assumptions.

Introduction and objectives

The Port of Antwerp is a large industrial area alongside the Schelde river in Flanders (Belgium). Several
nature reserves are located in and around the port. In the application for planned wind turbines,
knowledge gaps were identified about the flight movements of birds and therefore also the possible
impact on bird populations with the further expansion of wind energy infrastructure in the area.
Therefore, in 2021, a 5-10 year monitoring project with a 3D bird radar was started by the Research
Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO) in cooperation with the company (VLEEMO) responsible for the
wind farm development and that invested in the purchase of the radar.

The basic objective of the collaboration consists of research activities that provide information and
insights relevant for the construction of wind turbines with a minimal impact on birds and bats.
Overall, the objectives for the research in 2021 consisted of a first validation of the radar's detection
capacity for birds in different zones within a 2021 focus area, and a preliminary data exploration and
possible detailed data analysis in the coming years.

Material and methods

The used radar (ROBIN 3D Max) provides full 3D information of bird movements up to several
kilometers. Bird tracks are stored in a database, with an automatic classification of the size of the
detected object (insects, small, medium and large birds or flocks of birds). This classification will not
always be fully correct, and of course there is also no automatic estimation of the specific species. The
radar operates continuously (24/7), which already resulted in millions of bird tracks in 2021.

There are many challenges in the processing of the large dataset of bird tracks collected by the radar
system. Industrial structures such as buildings, silos, piled up containers, moving cranes and rotating
blades from wind turbines, but also groups of trees, can cause interference with the radar, resulting in
clutter and some false bird tracks or a reduced detection capacity.

First results – detection capacity

The results of the validations in 2021 revealed that the radar system can collect useful data on bird
flight movements and the possible effects of wind turbines, even in this spatially challenging
environment. However, the detection capacity of the radar can, in addition to the distance from the
radar, strongly depend on local factors (buildings, cranes, trees, ..) and the result is therefore also
dependent on the location within the focus area. This should be taken into account in the further
course of this project and the conclusions that can be drawn from it.

Example of long (>2 km) tracks of bird ‘flocks’ in January 2021, classified
and splitted based op flight height.

Focus area and vantage points for validation experiments in 2021.

Comparison of automatic classification by the radar system (legend right) 
by validated bird class at all heights (n = 2855). 

‘Medium bird’ tracks (with min. 100 m length) in February 2021, within specific
buffers around the rotor area of wind turbines. The wind turbine rotor height is
at H2 (90-200 m). It is striking that the 'blue eyes' of the birds passing at a great 
height (H3) above the rotor surface, have a shape that is very likely the result of 
the prevailing wind direction and consequently the rotor blade orientation. This 
phenomenon also points to the avoidance behavior of birds. Such data will be 
useful in the further analysis of the collision risk in the coming years.

Proportion of the number of tracks of ‘Medium 
birds’ (mainly gulls) in February 2021, within
specific buffers around the rotor area of wind 
turbines (rotor height at 90-200 m). 

Radar location in the outer edge of the focus area (left), and ROBIN mobile viewer application on rugged tablet with real 
time radar tracks (right).

Global result of the bird detection capacity per vantage point circle, 
for birds at  height >30 m (n = 1259).

In this respect, to test and
improve the data quality,
ornithologists performed visual
validation experiments at
several vantage points in the
area, at different distances from
the radar. The validation was
mainly done within 1500 m
circle buffers around the points,
with the use of binoculars,
spotting scope, thermal imaging
binoculars, night vision goggles
and rugged tablets with real
time bird track information and
an application for adding
information to the radar tracks.

Overall, we can conclude that the
detection capacity for birds from the
radar location in 2021 was sufficient
to very good in the central to
southern part of the focus area, but
rather moderate to insufficient in
the more northern part. This makes
it difficult to perform reliable further
analyzes of flight movements in the
northern part.

New validations are planned in 2022
with a more northerly position of
the radar, but also at other possible
radar positions.

The radar's automatic bird
classification appears to be a fairly
complex matter. The preliminary
conclusions from the first validations
indicate that the radar often
classifies individual birds one class
too small, at least compared to the
bird classes used in the field
validations. For example, individual
large gulls (Herring Gull, Lesser
Black-backed Gull) were classified by
the radar in a majority of cases as
'medium bird', and individual small
birds and bats often as 'insects'. It is
recommended to collect more data
in collaboration with other users of
the radar system (at other
locations), in order to take possible
steps to optimize the classification
algorithms of the radar system

The preliminary results already
indicate noticeable micro- and/or
meso-avoidance behavior of birds
thereby passing the rotor surface of
operational wind turbines at short
distances (50-100 m), depending on
species classification and flight
height. A more detailed analysis to
determine avoidance behavior and
collision risk is planned in the
coming years, including the use of
meteorological parameters and data
from the operation and position of
the wind turbine blades.

In the late summer of 2021, foraging
bats at relatively high altitudes (> 50
meters) above some nature areas
within the focus area, were also
detected by the radar and verified
by observation in the field. This
offers opportunities to conduct a
more detailed and targeted radar
detection experiment with bats in
the future. Validated radar tracks of bats (probably all common noctules). 
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